Iron, the hidden element: the role of iron and steel in the twentieth century R. Boom he annual Hatfield Memorial Lecture, given at The Universi.
Sheffield and organised i n conaboration with the Royal Society and The Institute of Materials, honours the special contribution made to the steel industry by William Herbert Hatfield, a native of Sheffield. Professor Boom fxom Corus Group plc -the company formed a s a r ' of last year's merger of British Steel and Hoogovens -gave the 4 uch lecture, appropriately enough a s the twentieth century drew Alexandre Gustave Eiffel, Henry Bessemer. Andrew Camegie, Alfred Krupp: all well known to the general public at the end of the nineteenth century, and all involved in some way with iron or steel. Where are their late twentieth century equmalents? Most of us would struggle to name spontaneously four figures strongly related ta steel whose names are known to the man and woman in the street. People are hardly aware of the fact that the a v dability of iron and steel is cmcial to almost every application, every feature. that shapes the quality of modern life. Iron and steel are so baslc to society that they are taken for granted and hidden -sometimes literally, but more often Bgurativeiy.
The world 100 years ago
Economic and social changes at the end of the nineteenth century were mmked by developments that can be attributed to the steam engine, in its stationary form (in factories) or m o m g on railroads. canals. rivers, or oceans. In most 'developed' countries the railway network had to a large extent been completed. (Note that the French use the expression chemln de fer, the Gexmans use Eisenbahn, and the Italians ferrovia -all meaning 'road of Iran'. In contrast, the British use railway, the Americans railroad, and the Dutch spoorweg, thereby denying, or hiding, the fact that rails are made of steel.) The railway infrastructures included some fine examples of advanced construction technology in con and steel, like the Forth Bridee in Scotland, with a ienzth of 2.46 km and two 521 m spans, then the longest bndge in the world.
Small scale domestic production of goods was substituted by mass production III mechanised factories. A strikmg example of this is found m textiles. Cities were growing last, notably by the addltion of thousands of small houses for factory workers. A labourer's hfe was of low quality There were no sewage systems and hardly any facilit~es for health and personal care. Heating was inadequate. Oil for heating was just being introduced at the end of the nineteenth century: coal and wood were the fuels that really mattered. Food was expensive and of low nutritional value. There was a great need for mechanisation of agriculture to produce the amounts of food required for human and animal consumption. Transport from the fanns to the cities had to be arranged.
But the k s t signs of a New World appeared, some of which were shown at the famous Paris World Exhibition of 1887-89. For example, the cast and forged iron house, a demonstration of the best of iron technology from Russia (Fig. 1) . The 300 m high Eiffel tower stole the show: note, however, that the Eiffel Tower is made of iron, not steeL The tower was a demonstration by the engineer EifM of the feasibility af using iron for large constructions, a proof to the world of new possibilities. British engineers such as Telford and Brunel had realised more complicated work: in fact. the Eiffel tower was a monument to the past rather than to the future. It was intended to survive the exhibition for only a couple of years, but today it is still the symbol of Paris.
